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▪ There are countless definitions around

▪ ‘It appears in almost as many versions as there are authors writing 

about it (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011)

What exactly is governance?
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Gover-
nance



▪ Actors/stakeholders (e.g. government, markets, civil society)

▪ Institutions/structures (e.g. laws, rules, organizations, culture)

▪ Interactions/Steering mechanisms

● Hierarchies

● Networks

● Markets/self-steering

Some common key ingredients: 
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Not about results, but about the process to come to results!

Governance = the total game play
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▪ Governance is the driving process in the development and 

maintenance of SDIs: it delivers the decisions

▪ But SDI’s are in many cases:

● Project-based developed without structural financing and 

governance

● Complex, with increasing data and stakeholders

● Constantly challenged by new technologies and user demands

● Not very sexy; lacks (political) awareness

Why is SDI governance important?
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How can we tackle such a complex subject??
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Confucius said:

▪ ‘Study the past if we would define the future’



▪ Two cases:

● The Netherlands: Basisregistratie Grootschalige Topografie

(BGT)

● Flanders, Belgium: Grootschalig Referentiebestand (GRB)

▪ Reconstruction of SDI development by using GI-industry magazine 

articles from archives

▪ Identifying key governance transition moments and stakeholder 

interactions

Case study: large-scale topographic base maps
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Basisregistratie Grootschalige Topografie

• Country-wide coverage: mid 2017

• High level of detail: scale 1:500 – 1:5000

• Up-to-date: at least every 6 till 18 months 

updates

• Standardized: uniform and object-oriented

• Expandable: extra objects are supported  

• Authentic registry: mandatory maintenance, use 

and feedback for governmental organizations 

• Legislation: BGT law

• Dissemination: open data

Case 1: BGT
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Grootschalig Referentiebestand (GRB)

• Region wide-coverage: end 2013

• High level of detail: scale 1:250 – 1:5000

• Up-to-date: at least every 12 till 24 months 

updates

• Standardized: uniform and object-oriented

• Data formats: available as CAD, GIS and 3D data

• Authentic registry: mandatory maintenance, use 

and feedback for governmental organizations 

• Legislation: GRB decree

• Dissemination: open data

Case 2: GRB



▪ BGT decentrally created (by 430 governments)

▪ GRB centrally created (by a mapping agency)

▪ BGT financed with government budget only (local and central)

▪ GRB financed with central government budget and utility company 

budget

▪ Steering committee BGT: data providers, users (utility companies) 

and central government

▪ Steering committee GRB: utility companies

Similar products, but different organized:
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▪ 1971-1975: Exploration phase to create a large scale base map of 

the Netherlands (Grootschalige BasisKaart Nederland (GBKN))

▪ 1975: Official decree to create the GBKN

▪ 1992: Cadastre and national government pull-back, start of public-

private partnerships. End of legal status GBKN.

▪ 2002: Nation-wide coverage of the GBKN

▪ 2008: Start of BGT programme, coordinated by national government

▪ 2012: BGT programme and new governance fully operational

Development trajectory of the BGT
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▪ 1990: Start of private initiative ‘Cardib’ 

▪ 1992: GIS Flanders intervention by Minister

▪ 1999: Cardib bankrupt; GIS Flanders initiates GRB

▪ 2004: GRB got an official decree

▪ 2007: Agency for Geo-Information Flanders (AGIV) is founded

▪ 2013: GRB completed

▪ 2015: AGIV integrated into ‘Information Flanders’

Development trajectory of the GRB
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▪ Both base maps emerged from network activities

▪ Both developments had a slow and almost failed start in the 

production of data

▪ This sparked self-organization and governance improvements, which 

led to a more productive development

▪ Both initiatives accumulated a broader mix of market-type, network-

type and hierarchy-type interactions during the years

Interactions
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Hierarchical structures
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▪ Both cases know the following four actor groups: National/federal 

government, mapping agency, public utilities, municipalities

▪ The position of these groups reshuffled during the governance 

transition moments

▪ Nowadays: national and local governments gained a more important 

role

Actors
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▪ It can easily take 20-25 years from the first ideas to a successful 

implementation of an SDI 

▪ There is no ‘survival of the fittest’ in SDIs, but (impending) failure 

does seem to have a simulative effect, as it can boost productivity 

and improvements. 

● But it does cost time and (tax) money... 

▪ SDI governance will, or perhaps should, change to improve and fit 

to the SDI community needs 

What can INSPIRE learn from the cases?
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▪ Nothing, not even legal requirements, could withstand the need for 

change in SDI governance. 

▪ Self-organizing abilities of SDI actors (community!) are an important 

ingredient for SDI survival.

▪ By using both network, market and hierarchical steering 

mechanisms, SDI governance becomes more adaptive.

What can INSPIRE learn from the cases?
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Thank you!

Read more? Article (open access):

http://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/6/8/251

Contact:

Jaap-willem.Sjoukema@wur.nl
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